
component development: LIGHT MODIFIER
{description} this component is adapted from the previous  component in assignment 06 - instead of 
being used to condtion wind, it is now used to condition light and create favourable lighting conditions
from on the interior of a building - rendered for testing on the site location. the image map helped me study
the result of pixel brightness for my image. this allowed me to delpoy a security wall in the death star to
help control the flow of ships using the apertures.

assignment 07b       //       james nanasca       //     ARST minor

pseudo-code {attractor curve}

parameters and surface

{create surface} {divide domain} {isotrim-grid} {extract edges} {scale lower square // p.01}

{scale uppersquare // p.02} {move extracted edges up // p.03}

{rotate extracted edge // p.05} {loft edges}

{move inner edges up // p.04}

{align attractor points East-West along surface}
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{component}
no parameters

{define attractor points}

context: architectural scale

{surface - isometric} {surface - plan}

pseudo-code {image map}

{create 11x11 grid to frame image} {image sampler // set to B/W values} {scale lower square // p.01}

{scale upper square // p.02} {drive p.01 and p.02 to create component}

{move rectangles up} {loft edges}

{construct points}
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{components populate grid}{2 point rectangle}

parameters, image study, and surface

context: field condition

{parameters}

{p01. scale inner square}
closes with closer
proximity to points

{p03. move extracted edge up}
raises with closer proximity
to points

{p04. move inner edges up}
raises with closer proximity
to points.

{p05. rotate extracted edges}
rotation exaggerates with closer
proximity to points

{p02. scale upper square}
closes with closer
proximity to points

control line imitates concentration of sun power over time. control line imitates concentration of sun power over time.

{p01. scale inner square}
closes with lower brightness values

{p02. scale upper square}
closes with lower brightness values

{image study}
ambient and lighting conditions on site

{parameters} {surface - plan}
opening of top and bottom scales accordingly to the pixel
brightness information derrived from the image.{component}

no parameters

{feature wall}
clearcoat mdf - cnc cut

intent: control flow of sunlight on site
(to be installed on house wall)

{security wall}
death star alloy - welded and machined

intent: apertures open and close to
control flow of ships


